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Exercise 1:

(2)

Consider MIPS+Interrupts. When are the spr-registers sr, esr, eca, epc, and mode clocked
individually and what is written into them then?

Exercise 2:

(1)

Explain why it is enough to clock pc at E and jisr and it is not needed to clock it explicitly
at eret.

Exercise 3:

(1)

Recall the ghost component c.prn ∈ A∗, where A is the tree region belonging to the derivation
tree. Prove that:
(
succ(c.prn[i])
l(c.prn[i]) = St
c.prn[i + 1] =
succ(c.clr(c.rd)) o.w.

Exercise 4:

(4)

Recall page tables, which are used to translate addresses such that, for example, the same
virtual address in different user processes can map to different regions in the physical memory.
A page table in the physical memory is used to store page table entries pte[31 : 0], which
can be broken down into the physical page index pte.ppx = pte[31 : 12] and the valid bit
pte.v = pte[11]. The page table starts at the page table origin c.pto ∈ B32 and has page table
length c.ptl ∈ N many (consecutive) entries. Virtual addresses va[31 : 0] can be broken down
into the page index va.px = va[31 : 12] and the byte index or offset va.bx = va[11 : 0].
(a) (1 point) Page index va.px, is used to get the page table entry pte(c, va) belonging to that
virtual address. Thus, pte(c, va) should give the i-th page table entry from the page table,
where i = hva.pxi. Give a formal definition of pte(c, va) that captures this behavior.
(b) (1 point) Page table entry pte(c, va), is used to generate a physical page index ppx(c, va)
and a valid bit v(c, va) of that virtual address. For example, the physical page index of
va should be the physical page index of pte(c, va). Give a formal definition of ppx(c, va)
and v(c, va) that captures this behavior.
(c) (1 point) Finally, the physical memory address of va, pma(c, va), is computed by using the
physical page index of va and the byte index of va. Give a formal definition of pma(c, va)
that captures this behavior.
(d) (1 point) Assume the following set-up:
c.ptl = 3
c.pto = 00000000000000000000011111010000
c.m4 (c.pto) = 111000100011001001010100000000000
c.m4 (c.pto +32 432 ) = 111000100011001001011100000000000
c.m4 (c.pto +32 832 ) = 000001001000010010000100000000000
Translate the following virtual addresses, i.e., give their physical memory address:
00000000000000000000010011010000
00000000000000000001111101011000
00000000000000000010100011101100
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Exercise 5:

(4)

Prove the correctness of the Hardware MMU in user mode. I.e., prove that for MIPS+Interrupts
configurations c and hardware configurations h, if h.mode[0] = 1 and c ∼ h, then:
(a) (2 points)
(
ptea(c, c.pc)
/h.E → ma(h) =
pma(c, c.pc)

h.phase = 0
h.phase = 1

(b) (2 points)
(
ptea(c, ea(c)) h.phase = 0
h.E ∧ (sw(c) ∨ lw(c)) → ma(h) =
pma(c, ea(c)) h.phase = 1
You can assume the correctness of the old hardware design (without the MMU).

Exercise 6:

(1)

Give a formal definition of the page fault on a load or store instruction (pf ls(c) ∈ B).
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